
PS: The pandemic did not soften Americas hard heart, un-repentant, it will now 

contend with the full fury of the pagans it gave complete power to. God’s hand 

in the total scheme of things cannot be denied. What is deserved, is received! 

Americas’ Final Fatal Decision? 

The year 2020 was remarkable for the clarity it bestowed upon the remaining, 

still alert, and humble half of the populace. They remain steadfast in their resolve 

to save the republic, but they were outnumbered and rightly so, by the electoral 

college. Gods’ inspired good book cites Gods’ hand in the scheme of things; “God 

looks to the governments of the world and brings the right person to power at 

the right time”. The right person was President Donald Trump, as it is patently 

obvious that the worldly would never have chosen him! The right time could 

easily be a conjecture derived from the election results, basically a 50-50 split in 

the popular vote. Again, Gods’ inspired good book cites Gods’ hand in the words 

of Moses; “I set before you two choices, life, or death, choose life!”. The worldly 

won the election and the merchants of death prevailed. The caliber of folks who 

will now run the country beginning on January 21st show no mercy to the most 

vulnerable of our human family, our greatest national treasure, our unborn. 

These same folks have already openly declared their contempt as well, for the 

humble half of the populace who voted for life, for our national treasure. Again, 

Gods’ inspired good book also cites the words of Jesus; “A house divided against 

itself will not stand”. On January 22nd, the fatal decision which gave the 

merchants of death legal status, Roe v. Wade, they will cherish for beginning its’ 

48th year. Since the merchants of death cannot point to any constructive 

accomplishments, a constant trail of deceits, treachery and deliberate demolition 

follow their tracks, will the republic survive? Our enemies on the world stage are 

probably salivating at the prospect of confronting the in-coming administration 

and rightly so. The morally destitute never stand and will protect us with the 

same resolve they have shown for our unborn! 

Expect national and international chaos. 

Finally, Gods’ inspired good book cites that Gods patience with evil is not infinite 

and waiting 48 years for a change of our hearts may have finally burdened His 

heart beyond endurance. We should always be prepared for His return but now 

perhaps, even more so. 
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